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A series oj specinwns oj the system CaO-MgO with Cr203 additions were 
preparecl chemically; in these specimens, the volume ratios oj the main oxides 
mul the mnount oj liquicl phase at the maximum heating tempera.ture were 
definecl. The coui·se oj their shrinkage up to 1600 °0 was determined dilato
meti·ically, cind the final porosity oj the material obtained was esta.blished. The 
final porosity oj specimens containing Cr203 adclitions was jound to be always 
lowei· than that oj specimens without this addition, while its optimum value 
depeiulecl on the volume ratios oj the main oxides. By adding Cr203 unijormly 
dispersed in the mix/.ure in amounts up to 1% by wt. it is possible to obtain materi
a.ls containing 50-80 wt. % MgO with ct porosity lower thcm 5%, by ft.ring u.p 
to 1600 °0 in cin oxidation atmosphere. 

INTRODUCTION 

Development of the production of steel in oxygen converters has brought about 
a substantial change in the conditions affecting the respective refractories as compared 
to tho:3e acting on refractories during the processing of pig iron and scrap in open
hearth furnaces. 

The oxygen converter atmosphere is of reduction character in contrast to the 
oxidation atmosphere prevailing in open-hearth furnaces [l], thus providing favour
able conditions for the stability of the CaCr2O4 compound. The firing of clinker 
in an oxidation atmosphere and its utilization in a reduction atmosphere provided 
the inspiration for choosing Cr2O3 as au addition to the CaO-MgO system. The aim 
is to assess the possibility of activating the sintering process by the presence of 
a liquid phase, to improve the chemical resistance and to attain the lowest possible 
porosity. By choosing correctly the amount of the addition and the atmosphere, 
it is possible to affect the sintering of the system and the formation of its micro
structure, where the following three possible cases can arise: a) at low temperatures 
there is formed a melt which disappears with increasing temperature, when the 
amount of Cr2O3 added is lower than its equilibrial solu bili ty in Ca O and MgO; b) the 
sintering up to the final temperatures proceeds in the presence of a liquid phase, 
the refractory phase CaCr2O4 being formed only when p0, has decreased ; c) the 
sintering takes place at lowered p0, in the absence of the liquid phase. The results 
being submitted concern the former two cases, as the sintering was carried out in air 
atmosphere. 

The present study of the sintering process is a continuation of work aimed at 
providing or supplementing principal theoretical lmowledge of the system 
Ca -Mg -Cr-O in particular from the standpoint of phase equilibria in defined 
atmospheres í2]-í6]. These investigations have shown that 1. no melt is formed 
up to 1900 °0 in the system CaO-MgO-CaCr2O4 [2], 2. that calcium chromite 
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is stable at 1650 °C up to Po,= 10-8 Pa and at 1400 °C up to p0, - 10- 11 Pa 
[3], 3. that alpha-calcium chromite can be stabilized by the presence of MgO 
akeady from 1470 °C upwards (equilibrially) while its conversion to the beta 
moclification is very slow at lower temperatures [4], [5], 4. that the reduction of 
Ca3(CrO4)z starts at 1050 °C and at Po, = 244 Pa [6]. 

On the basis of these results it may be assumed that the system 
CaO-MgO-ct.CaCr2O4 will be stable under the operating • conditions of the oxygen 
converter. 

EXPERil\'IENTAL 

Powdered specimens of the system CaO-MgO-Cr2O3 were prepared by the 
method after Marcilly et al. [7], that is by evaporation and thermal decomposition 
from aqueous sohitions containing the required amounts of calcium, magnesium, 
chromic nitrates or ammoniurn bichromate and citric acid (of A.R. purity) in amounts 
of 0.5-1 mole per 1 mole of the metals. The particle size of the powders prepared 
iri this way amounted to about 40 11111. A detailed description of the method is 
presented in í7], r8]. The sintering process was studied on a series of specimens the 
composition of which was obtained as follows: 

a) the content of the compound Ca3(CrO4)z and the volume ratio of r,'fgO88 

(solid solution) and CaO were determined, while calculating with the solubility 
of Cr2O3 in MgO at 1500 °C (the phase composition at 20 °C is listed in Tahle I); 

b) the chemical composition of the mixtures was calculated from the known
content, volume and density of the individua! components, using the density values 
at room tempera ture; the density of MgO88 ,vas calculated by the procedure described 
below; 

c) the phase composition of the mixtures at 1600 °C was calculated on the basis
of the phase diagram of the system CaO-MgO-Ca3(CrO4)z [8]. 

The solubility of Cr2O3 in CaO-MgO at 1500 °C was taken over from [9]; it was 
assumed that the solubility at 1600 °C (the final fil'ing temperature of all the speci
mens) will not be very different. According to [9], the solubility of Cr2O3 in CaO 
is 20-times lower than that in MgO (0.05 wt. % and 1.07 wt. % respectively), 
so that formation of the CaO solid solution has not been considered in the phase 
composition calculations. The mutual solubility of CaO and MgO was likewise 
neglected in the calculations of phase composition and theoretical densities. The 
latter were calculated on the basis of the additivity rule and on the lmowledge 
ofphase composition. The following values were used in the calculation: 3.581 g cm-3 

for MgO, 3.345 g cm-3 for CaO, 3.19 g cm-3 for Ca3(CrO4)z (determinecl by X-ray 
measurements) and 4.24 g cm-3 for ct.-CaCr2O4 deterrnined pycnometrically. The 
density ofthe MgO-Cr2O3 solid solution was calculatecl on the basis ofthe schematic 
reaction 

3 (Mg)Mg ---+ 2 (Cr)irg + (V);rs 

and on that of the constancy of lattice parameters of this type of solid solutions 
(probably as a result of the similar ionic radii of Mgz+ and CrH). In the schematic
reaction, (V)K_i

g 
signifies a vacancy with a 2- charge in the position of magnesium. 

The other symbols have similar significances. The calculated density of the 
"saturated" solid solution [9] of Mg0 ,9915Cr0•0057V0.0028O is 3.589 g cm-3• In the 
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presence of atmospherical oxygen, an addition of Cr2O3 in amounts exceeding that 
corresponding to the formation of a saturated solid solution, will bind to the low 
melting phase Ca3(CrO4)z, which dissolves only very small amounts of CaO and MgO 
above the melting temperature [9] and cannot be obtained without crystallization 
by current quenching methods. These findings as well as the knowledge of the phase 
diagram of the system MgO-CaO-Ca3(CrO4)z [8] justify and permit calculation 
of the theoretical densities from the calculated phase composition at room tempera
ture, and possibly allow to obtain data on phase composition at high temperature. 
A series of specimens with a defined phase composition was prepared so as to permit 
study of the dependence of final porosity on the amount of tl1e addition or melt, and 
on the volume ratio of the main oxides, while endeavouring to work with specimens 
showing identical initial porosity. 

The powders were compacted into standard pellets (12 mm in diameter, 6 mm 
in height) by pressing the weighed amounts in a double-acting die. The pellets were 
heat treated under identical conditions in a Netzsch high-temperature dilatometer 
in dry air. The rate of heating and cooling was 10 °C min-1, the time of heating 
at the highest temperature 1600 °C was 30 minutes. The initial and final densities 
,rere determined on the basis of the known buoyancy force arising during immersion 
of the specimen in mercury. The estimated standard deviation of this method is 
!:i = ± 0.02 g cm-3. The actual porosity was calculated from the ratio of the final 
ancl of the theoretical values. The physico-chemical parameters of the specimens 
are Jisted in Table I, while graphic plots show the relationship between porosity 
and Cr2O3 concentration (Fig. 1) and melt content (Fig. 2). The dependence of linear 
�hrinkage of four selected specimens on temperature it< shown in Fig. 3. 

DISCUSSION 

The final porosity of specimens treated under identical conditions was always 
lower when the specimens contained the Cr2O3 acldition. At the lowest concentrations 
of the adclition the decrease of porosity was approximately linear clown to a minimum 
situated at about 1 wt. % Cr2O3 for the various volume ratios of the main oxides. 
A clifferent behaviour was exhibited by specimens with the volume ratio equal 
to unity; when the optimum concentration of Cr2O3 (0.6-0.8 wt. %) was exceeded, 
their porosities sharply increased and attained a maximum in the concentration 
region most favourable for the respective volume ratios of the oxides. This may 
be explainecl so that at equal volumes of the main components the adclition has 
different effects on the sintering of CaO and lVlgO, which is due above all to the 
clifference in their solubility in the melt ancl in the wetting angle. The non-1111iform 
sintering within the separate intermixed matrixes may bring about increased porosity 
whereas in the other instances the CaO minority component does not form a continu
um, being so to speak carried along in the course of sintering. 

Figs. 1 ancl 2 indicate that there is a. certain optimum concentration of the addition 
which allows formation of an amount of melt useful from the standpoint of the 
individua! stages of the sintering process and which results in attainment of minimum 
porosity [11]. This state corresponds to a ratio of the liquid and solid phase volumes 
Vi f Vs = 2 X 10-3 at temperatures higher than the melting temperature of Ca3(CrO4)z. 
In such instances, the rate of sintering was high and tbe maximum rate of shrinkage 
involving rearrangement of particles ,vas situatecl in the temperature range cor-
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Chemical Composition 
Design- (wt,%) 

ation 

CaO 
I 

MgO 
I 

Cr2O3 CaO 

I 

1 48.3 51.7 
2 31.8 68.2 
3 23.8 76.2 
4 18.9 81.1 
5 48.1 51.5 0.4 48.1 
6 31.7 67.9 0.4 31.7 
7 23.7 75.9 0.4 23.7 
8 18.9 80.7 0.4 18.9 
9 48.l 51.3 0.6 48.0 

10 31.7 67.5 0.8 31.5 
11 23.8 75.4 0.8 23.8 
12 18.9 80.2 0.9 18.9 
13 48.2 51.0 0.8 48.0 
14 31.9 67.2 0.9 31.7 
15 23.9 75.l I.O 23.7 
16 19.3 79.7 I.O 19.l
17 48.3 50.7 I.O 47.9
18 32.2 66.7 1.1 31.7
19 24.5 74.3 1.2 24.0 
20 19.5 79.3 1.2 19.1
21 48.5 50.3 1.2 47.8
22 32.4 66.3 1.3 :-,1,7
23 24.5 74.l 1.4 23.8
24 19.8 78.7 1.5 19.2
25 48.8 48.6 1.6 47.5
26 32.9 65.3 ' 

I.S ; 31.7
27 26.0 72.1 1.9 24.7
28 20.6 77.5 1.9 19.4
29 49.6 47.7 2.7 46.9
30 34.3 62.8 2.9 31.7
31 26.8 70.2 3.0 24.3
32 22.4 74.6 3.0 19.8 

Table I 

Physico-chemical parameters 

Phase Composition 
20 °C (wt. %) 

I MgOss
I 

K 

51.9 
68.3 
76.3 
81.1 
51.9 0.1 
68.3 0.2 
76.2 
Sl.O 0.1 
51.6 0.4 
67.9 0.4 
75.9 0.4 
80.5 0.4 
51.2 0.9 
67.4 0.9 
75.1 0.9 
80.0 0.9 
50.8 1.4 
66.9 1.4 
74.8 1.4 
79.4 1.4 

i 50.0 2.5 
65.8 2.5 
72.7 2.6 
78.2 2.4 
48.0 5.1 
63.2 5.1 
70.6 5.1 
75.1 5.1 

as - solid solution, K - Ca3(CrO4)i, L - liquid phase, VM/Vc- volume ratio of MgO and 

responding to the formation of melt (about 1270 °C). This instance corresponds 
to curve 12 in Fig. 3. The melt is present above the temperature of its formation 
up to the final firing tempcrature, so that the first two stages of sintering can take 
the active part, namely the rearrangement of particles taking place immediately 
after formation of the liquid phase, and the subsequent stage involving dissolution 
of the substance at the points of contact of the particles and crystallization at other 
points, which results in a shortening of distances between the particle centres. 
Shrinkage of the body is ended by conclusion of this stage, solid contacts are formed 
and residual porosity is eliminated (approx. 2-3 %), so that the process is identical 
with that taking place in the absence of the liquid phase. 
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of the specimens being stndied 

Phase Composition 1600 °C (wt. %) 
CaO I MgOss I 

I 
i 

I 
' 48.l 51.9 
I 

31.7 . 68.3 23.7 76.3 18.9 81.l48.0 51.931.5 68.323.8 76.2
18.8 Sl.O

I
47.9 51.531.6 67.823.6 75.819.0 80.447.6 51.131.4 67.3.23.7 75.018.7 80.047.2 50.731.2 66.723.3 74.618.6 79.346.9 49.830.1 65.624.0 72.518.7 78.l45.4 47.630.3 62.822.8 70.218.4 ,74.7

I 

L �=�1 ťg o� 'I 

l 1.22 2 1.22 3 1.24 4 1.22 
1 1.23 2 1.22 3 1.22 4 1.23 0.1 1 1.22 0.2 2 1.25 3 1.26 0.2 4 1.22 0.6 1 1.20 0.6 2 1.19 0.6 3 1.23 0.6 4 1.21 1.3 1 1.28 1.3 2 1.25 1.3 2.9 1.25 1.3 3.9 1.24 2.1 l 1.26 2.1 2 1.28 2.1 2.9 1.27 2.1 3.9 1.27 3.3 1 1.26 3.3 1.9 1.25 3.5 2.7 1.25 3.2 3.8 1.23 7.0 l 1.26 6.9 1.9 1.19 

7.0 2.7 1.21 6.9 3.5 1.24 

ek e1 (g cm-3) (g cm-3) 

3.19 3.467 3.17 . 3.506 3.23 3.525 3.29 3.536 3.29 3.470 3.26 3.508 3.30 3.527 3.38 3.538 3.35 3.472 3.33 3.511 3.41 3.5:Sl 3.48 3.542 3.36 3.470 3.36 3.510 3.42 3.530 3.45 3.541 3.19 3.468 3.37 3.508 3.43 3.527 3.42 3.539 3.19 3.467 3.36 3.506 3.38 3.525 3.37 3.357 3.23 3.463 3.31 3.502 3.35 3.518 3.37 3.532 3.30 3.454 3.28 3.491 3.32 3.509 3.40 3.520 

p (%) 

8.0 9.6 8.4 7.0 5.2 7.1 6.4 4.5 3.5 5.2 3.4 1.8 3.2 4.3 3.1 2.6 8.0 3.9 
2.8 3.4 8.0 
4.2 4.1 
4.7 6.7 5.5 4.8 4.6 4.6 6.0 5.4 3.4 

CaO, eo - initial desinty, ek - final density, et- theoretical clensity, P - actua.l porosity 
The curve 28 in Fig. 3 corresponds to a sample with a highcr content of the liquid 

phase (V1/Vs = 4 X 10-2). The force acting between two particles joined with 
a liquid phase wetting the particles is lmown to consist of two components and 
to be a result of surface tension and capillary pressure of the liquid phase [12]. Its 
size depends on the wetting angle, the volume of the liquid phase situated between 
the particles, and the geometry of the particles, while being constant for a given 
volume of the liquid phase. At a certain volume of the liquid phase (so-called critical) 
the attractive effect of the force is zern or negative when the amount of the liquid 
phase exceeds the critical amount [13]. The larger amount of liquid phase in the case 
of specimen 28 compared to specimen 12 resulted in the decrease of the attractive 
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1 2 

Fig. 1. Ac&ualvorosity (P) vs. concentration ojCr,03 (wt. %); 1- VM/Vc = 1, 2- VM/Vc = 2 
3- V\1/Vc = 3, 4- VM/Vc = 4. 

p 
[%] 

9 

1 2 3 4 5 
a[%] 

6 

Fig. 2. Actual voi·osity (P) vs. the content oj liquicl JJhase ci (wt. %); 1 - VM/V c = 1, 2 - VM/ V c = 

= 2, 3- VM/Vc = 3, 4 - VM/Vc = 4. 
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Sinte1·ing in the System GaO-MgO with an Addition oj Gr203 

1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600 1700 

t = k.-r-- [0c] 

Fig. 3. Linea1· shrinkage vs. temperature; the designation oj curves corresponcls to the designat·ion 
oj specimens in Table I; k - 10 °Gmin-1

, -r; - time (min), T - shrinkage corresponcling to zero 
parasity. 

forces which are active not only in the particle rearraugement stage, but also increase 
the chemical potential or solu bili ty of the substance in the region of contact between 
the partieles. As favourable can be considered those instances which can be éharacter
izecl by tbe presence of aclequate, generally very small amounts of liquid phase 
required for the formation of the maximum attractive force. Larger amounts of the 
liquid phase cause a decrease of ·these forces, the body will shrink less and more 
slowly, even though by the same mechanism. The initial clenser packing of particles 
resulting from their rearrangement will have a favourable effect on the entire sub
sequent sintering process as shown by the comparison of curves 12 and 28 in Fig. 3. 
The final porosity of specimen 12 is lower (similarly to other cases) despite the fact 
that both specimens have been tempered for 30 minutes at the maximum temperature. 
On attaining 1600 °0, the porosity remained virtually unchanged throughout the 
isothermal heating, which is indicative of the formation of strong grain boundaries; 
the melt (situated mostly in pores) was found to be present in specimen 28 only. 

Vi'hen the sample contains an amount of aclmixture lower than that corresponding 
to the formation of a saturated solid solution at the maximum heating temperature 
(specimen 8), a small amount ofthe liquicl pbase will probably be formed only tempo
rarily. With increasing temperature, the Cr3+ will clissolve in CaO and MgO in a quasi
equilibrial way owing to the high degree of dispersity and to the general homogeneity; 
however, at the temperature corresponding to the formation of the liquid phase 
it is assumed that the solubility of CrJ+ in both oxides is lower than would correspond 
to the amount added. The solubility at lower temperatures (up to 1300 °0) is unknown. 
The solubility increases with temperature while the amount of liquid phase decreases. 
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At higher temperatures the specimens sinter in the absence of the liquid phase. 
In contrast to specimens 12 and 28, the shrinkage proceeds even when the maximum 
temperature has been attained (Fig. 3); there is an obvious similarity ofthe relations
hips 8 and 4, while curve 4 illustrates shrinkage of a specimen free from the addition. 
The maximum shrinkage rate (differentiation of curves in Fig. 3 in terms of time) 
of samples 12 and 28 corresponds to the temperature at which the liquid phase 
is formed, and in the oase of the addition-free specimen, the maximum is shifted 
towards the higher temperature. It is assumed that the lowest concentration of the 
chromic oxide addition affects favourably the surface diffusion and that along 
the grain boundaries in the initial and intermediate stage of sintering, as indicated 
by a comparison of curves 4 and 8 in Fig. 3. 

Despite the attainment of the suitably low final porosity even by heat treatment 
by linear temperature increase (the study has been aimed at assessing the effect 
of the addition on the sintering process), further work will be aimed at optimizing 
the firing process by controlling the sintering rate on the basis of the lmown shrinkage 
rate values in terms of temperature and time. 

CONCLUSION 

A uniformly distributed addition of Cr2O3 has a positive effect on the rate of 
sintering of finely dispersed mixtures of the system CaO-MgO. The final porosities 
of synthetic specimens containing Cr2O3 adclitions were always lower than those 
without this addition. The optimum amount of the adclition depencls on the composi
tion of the mixture ofthe main oxides. By adcling Cr2O3 in amounts of up to 1 wt. % 
to the mixture of CaO-MgO oxides prepared chemically in the concentration region 
of 50-80 wt. % MgO, it is possible to obtain materials with a porosity lower than 
5 % by firing at temperatures up to 1600 °0 in an oxiclation atmosphere. The lowest 
porosity was obtained when the amount of melt clid not exceecl 1 wt. % . 
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SLINOVANIE V SÚSTAVE CaO-MgO S PRÍSADOU Cr2O3 

Zdeněk Pánek, Viliam Figusch 

Ústav cmorgcmickej chémie SA V, Brntislava 

l\fotódou odparovania a termického rozkladu z vodných roztokov sa pripravili práškové zmesi 
sústavy CaO-MgO s prísaclou Cr2O3 s definovaným fázovým zložením pri konečnej teplote 
záhl'evu tak, aby boto možné sleclovať priebeh slinovania a konečné pórovitosti v závislosti od 
muožstva prísacly resp. taveniny a pomern objemov hlavných oxiclov vycháclzajúc z výliskov 
s približne rovnakou počiatočnou pórovitosfou. Priebeh slinovania sa sledoval pomocou dila
tornetra do teploty l 600 °C, získané výsledJ,y sa uváclzajú v tabufke I, vybrané závislosti sú 
gl'aficky znázornené na obr. 1-3. 

Zistilo sa, že rovnomert�e rozdelená prísada Cr2O3 vplýva pozitívne na rýchlosť slinovania 
jemne disperzných zmesí sústavy CaO-MgO. Konečné pórovitosti syntetických vzoriek s prí
sadou oxidu chromitého holi vždy nižšie ako bez prísacly, pričom jej optimálne mnofatvo je 
závislé od zloženia zmesi záklaclných oxiclov. Prísaclou Cr2O3 v množstve do 1% hm. k zmesi 
oxiclov CaO-MgO, pr i pravených chemickou cestou v koncentračnej oblasti 50-80 % hm. 
možno získať výpalom clo teplot 1600 °C v oxiclačnej atmosfére materiály s pórovitosťou pod 5 %, 

Obr. 1. Závislost skutočne j pórovitosti (P) od koncent,·árie Cr203 [% hmot.]; 1 - VM/Vc 1, 
2 - VM/Vc = 2, 3 - VM/Vc = 3, 4 - VM/Vc = 4. 

Obr. 2. Závislost' skutočnej pórovitosti (P) od obsahu taveniny a[% hmot.]; 1 VM/V c 1, 
2 - V M/ V C = 2, 3 - V M/ V C = 3, 4 - V M/ V C = 4. 

Obr. 3. Zav·islosť lineárnelw zm.raštenia od ter.loty; označenie kriviek zodpovedá oznctčeniu vzoriek 
v tab. 1, k -10 °0. min-•;-,;- čas (min.), T- zmrnštenie zodpovedajúce nulovej pó
rovitosti. 

CITEHAHHE 13 Cl'lCTEME CaO-MgO C ,[(OEABHOJ7I Cr20, 

3110ue1< IlaHeH, BnmrnM Cl)J,1ryrn 

H1-icnuunym Heop2aHwtec1.oií xu.Atuu CAH Bpamuc11,aoa 

MeTOJl;OM Hcnapemrn 11 TepMH'10CI{Oro pacrraJJ;a H3 DOAHb!X pacTnopon rrpm·oTODHJUI 
HOpoumODI,Je CM0Cl'! CHCT0Mbl CaO-MgO C A06amwií: Cr20, C orrpeJJ;eJieHHLIM cpa30DLIM CO· 
CTaBOM npH Ol<OH'IUTeJibHOl'i TeMnepaType Harpena Ta!U!M o6pa30M, 'IT06I,1 MOlKHO Ób!JIO HCCJie
)lOBUTh XOA cnet<aHHH li OIWH•IaT0JibHb!0 rropHCTOCTH B 3aBHCl!MOCTH OT HOJUl'I0CTBa AOÓaDHH 
IIJIII pacrmana IT OTH0ill0HHH 061,eMOD OCHODHI,IX OIUICJIOD, yxO).\fIIJUIX H3 rrpecC-H3Jl;0JIIIl1 C rrpH
ÚJ!ll3HT0JibHO OAHliUI{ODOH HaqaJibHOH rropHCTOCTbIO. XoJJ; Cll0RUHHH HCCJI0AODUJil1 C IIOMO!l(hIO 
j.\llJIUTOMeTpa 1-(0 TeMnepaTypu '1600 °C. IloJIY'I0HHI,10 pesyJibTaTbI rrpHDOl-(HTCil D Ta6m1110 I, 
noJJ;o6paHHbl0 3UDIICHMOCTH rpa1pH'i0CIHI H306pamaIOTCH Ha pHc. 1-3. 

Eb!JIO ycTaHOBJI0HO, '!TO paDHOMepHo pacrrpeJJ;eJieHHU/I A06amrn Cr20, OI<a3bIBaeT IIOJIOmH
T0JibH00 DJIIIHHH0 Ha CHOpOCTI, crrermHHH TOHl{O 1-(HCIIepcHOHHb!X CMeceií: CHCT0Mbl CaO-MgO. 
0IWH'JaT0JibHUl-l rropHCTOCTb CHH'f0TH'J0CHHX o6pa3{\0B C 1w6aDHOií OKHCH xpo�rn 61,ma 
ncer)la Hil>Re, '10M 6e3 ).(06an1m, IIp11qeM OJITHMaJibHOe !{OJIH'J0CTBO 3aDHCHT OT COCTaBa CM0CH 
OCHOBHb!X OHHCJIOD. ,ll;o6aBJIH/I Cr20, D KOJIH'i0CTD0 AO 1 % 110 necy I{ CM0CH OHHC.JIOD 
CaO-MgO, npHťOTOBJI0HHb!X XFIMH'I0CHHA1 rryTeM D IWH{\0HTpUI\HOHHOI1 o6JiaCTH 50-80 %
IIO Becy, MOmHO nony•iaTb ofo1mroM no T0MrrepaTyp 1600 °C D OKJICJIHT0JlbHOil cpeJJ;e Ma
Tep11UJibl C IIOIJIICTOCTblO HHlR0 5 %, 

Puc. 1. 3aaucu,,wcmb oeiic11wwne11,1>noii nopucmocmu (P) om 1wn1.feHmpatfUtl Cr2O, % no oecy; 
1 - V M/V c = 1; 2 - V M/V c = 2; 3 - V M/V c = 3; 4 - V M/V c = 4.

Puc. 2. 3a11ucu,1iocmb oeiicmo1une11,bno1'í, nopucmocmu (P) om cooepJtcaHUR, pacn11,aoa a[% no 
aecy]; 1 - VM/Vc = 1; 2 - VM/Vc = 2; 3 - VM/Vc = 3; 4 - VM/Vc = 4.

Puc. 3. 3aoucu,1wcmb 11,uHet'í,Hot'í. ycao1;,u. om me.,rnepamypbi; o6oaHa'l.eHue 1.puabix omae'l.aem 
06oaHa'l.eHu10 o6paa1.foa a ma611,. l, H - 10 °C. ,1iwr',-. - apeMR, (,1tuH), T - ycao1.a, 
coom11emc11wy10UfaR, Hy11,eaoii no pucmocmu. 
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